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Mothers are people, too...trendy people! Before we came along to yank on the skirts, they
demonstrated leg, sported killer bangs, and flaunted bikinis. Covetable? Was their style
shocking? Predicated on Piper Weiss's hugely well-known blog of the same name, this book
features 200 color photographs from years past of moms displaying us how its completed. Some
actually wore feathers and halter tops and drove around on motorcycles.and most important—
Yes. A perfect gift for mothers, daughters, and style mavens, My Mom, Design Icon is an
entertaining celebration of the very first— Absolutely.design icon in a young woman's life.
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Greater than a book of pretty pictures Who doesn't love looking at old photographs of women
from the 60s dressed to the nines in fashions we'd give our best arm for - only if our mothers
had kept them! I really like this book! That is an ideal Mothers Day gift! best present for your
mom or even just for yourself i really did buy this for my mother and then went back and
ordered a single for myself. this publication is like locating the most amazing photo album in a
thrift store - even if you don't know these women (plus some titles you will understand) you will
see yourself falling in love with each photograph and all of the thoughtful stories in it. and the
best part is that even if your mother isn't in the book you can still submit her photo to the blog
and cross your fingertips maybe another book will come out. The classic photos are wonderful
and it's fascinating to observe how fashions have transformed over the decades!. this book is
indeed fun and i'm so happy i came across it!. It's ideal for the clothes equine and anyone who
likes looking at fashions eliminated by. i thought she would enjoy it. i was a bit disappointed in
this publication because it does not have as many images as i was wishing but it's still a good
gift anyway. It had been in amazing condition. I follow Piper's blog and was expecting a book full
of these fantastic photos, but what I came across was so much more - the story we all talk about
of discovering our mother for the trendy, glamorous, vibrant female she was, and still is, before
she became "mom". It displays our moms as youthful style mavens! i found an excellent photo of
my mom in a full on kelly green romper with a yellowish scarf on her head and taped it to the
last web page of the book when i provided it to her for mother's day.. It's the perfect present,
and one that will be liked by everyone who acquired a mom who made an impression on those
around her. I remember mamma An excellent look at some amazing females as seen through
dozens of family photos. I would highly recommend Images not so well-chosen. More terms
required than I have to say concerning this book. Especially for those people who are interested
how people decked out back in the times. Wonderful for anyone who loves style! i am uncertain
she realizes she's not really actually in the book b/c the girl has not stopped discussing it
since.my mom is on page 121 soooo what's never to love? And how appealing that even with not
so comfortable transportation vehicles (compared with today's), manybpeople done lots of
travels back then.? The book was shipped quickly and I bought it used. My Stylish Mom!
Beautiful book This book is wonderful. My mother was with James Garner...a much better man.
great gift item we purchased this item for my mom because she has always been thus well
dressed and usually in style.. Super Cute and Really Fun I just wish there were a few blank pages
at the front end or back to add my mum's pictures in there, too! On a single page as my mother
there was a mother who was depicted with Bill Clinton. My Mom Style Icon Well. A lot of fun!?
Apparantly dressier and cooler than us!!! This book is super fun and enjoyable to read and
especially look at the pics. also growing up, we never noticed our mother in her pajamas or
without her locks and make-up done. Interesting idea, not enough pictures Disappointing - too
little pictures, too many unrelated stories.
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